We give a model of the coinvariant algebra of the complex reflection groups as a subalgebra of a braided Hopf algebra called NicholsWoronowicz algebra.
Introduction
Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space. A finite subgroup G ⊂ GL(V ) is called a complex reflection group, if G can be generated by the set of pseudo-reflections, i.e., transformations that fix a complex hyperplane in V pointwise. Any real reflection group becomes a complex reflection group if one extends the scalars from R to C. In particular all Coxeter groups give examples of complex reflection groups. We refer the reader to [3] for general background of the theory of complex reflection groups. Below we recall a few facts about real and complex reflection groups which appeared to be a motivation for our paper.
In 1954, G. C. Shephard and J. A. Todd [16] had obtained a complete classification of finite irreducible complex reflection groups. They found that there exist an infinite family of irreducible complex reflection groups G(e, p, n) depending on three positive integer parameters (with p dividing e), and 34 exceptional groups G 4 , . . . , G 37 . The group G(e, p, n) has the order e n n!/p. It also has a normal abelian subgroup of order e n /p, and the corresponding quotient is the symmetric group on n points. The family of groups G(e, p, n) includes the cyclic group C e/p of order e/p, namely, C e/p = G(e, p, 1); the symmetric group on n points S n = G(1, 1, n); the Weyl groups of types B n , C n , and D n , namely, W Bn = W Cn = G(2, 1, n) and W Dn = G(2, 2, n); and the dihedral groups I 2 (e) = G(e, e, 2).
The fundamental fact characterizing the finite complex reflection subgroups in GL(V ) is the following theorem by G. C. Shephard and J. A. Todd.
Theorem (Shephard-Todd [16] ) A subgroup G ⊂ GL(V ) is a finite complex reflection group if and only if the subring P G of the G-invariant elements in the symmetric algebra P = S(V ) of the space V is generated by n algebraically independent homogeneous elements.
On the other side, in the case of Coxeter groups that form a part of the complex reflection groups, there is a remarkable result by C. F. Dunkl which states that the algebra generated by the truncated Dunkl operators is isomorphic to the coinvariant algebra of the corresponding Coxeter group. An analogue of Dunkl operators for finite complex reflection groups have been introduced by C. F. Dunkl and E. M. Opdam [5] . So it seems an interesting problem to extend the result by C. F. Dunkl mentioned above, to the case of complex reflection groups.
It is well-known that the cohomology ring of a flag variety has a presentation as the coinvariant algebra of the corresponding Weyl group. Some combinatorial problems on the intersection theory over flag varieties can be formulated for the coinvariant algebra of a finite Coxeter group [7] . In view of Shephard and Todd's theorem, the coinvariant algebra of a finite complex reflection group gives a natural generalization of the framework where one can study problems related to the Schubert calculus, see e.g. [17] .
S. Fomin and the first author [6] have given a model of the cohomology ring of the flag variety of type A as a commutative subalgebra in a certain noncommutative quadratic algebra. Their construction has applications to Pieri's formula, quantization and so on [6] , [13] . Similar construction for other root systems has been given in [9] . Yu. Bazlov [2] has realized the coinvariant algebra of a finite Coxeter group as a commutative subalgebra in a braided Hopf algebra, called the Nichols-Woronowicz algebra, to give a new mode of thought on the construction in [6] . The quantization operator on the Nichols-Woronowicz algebra and the model of the quantum cohomology ring of the flag varieties are given in [10] .
The Nichols-Woronowicz algebra B(M), which is called the Nichols algebra in [1] , associated to a braided vector space M is a braided graded Hopf algebra characterized by the following condition which appeared originally in the work of W. D. Nichols [12] :
as an algebra. It is known that the algebra B(M) has an alternative definition as the braided analogue of the symmetric (or exterior) algebras introduced by S. L. Woronowicz [18] for the study of differential calculus on quantum groups, see [15] .
In the present paper, we give a generalization of Bazlov's construction to the case of finite complex reflection groups. Having this aim in mind, we define the Yetter-Drinfeld module M G corresponding to a finite complex reflection group G. It is similar to the case of finite Coxeter groups that a linear basis of the Yetter-Drinfeld module M G is parametrized by the set of pseudo-reflections in the group G. However, the G-grading and the G-module structure on M G essentially depend on the properties of the hyperplane arrangement A = A G consisting of the reflection hyperplanes corresponding to the group G, see Section 2 for details. With the Yetter-Drinfeld module M G in hand, the construction of the Woronowicz symmetrizers σ n and the corresponding Nichols-Woronowicz algebra B(M G ) is done in the standard manner, see [2] , [11] . In Proposition 3.2 we compute the set of quadratic relations in the algebra B(M G ) in the case G = G(e, 1, n). In Section 4 we construct a realization of the coinvariant algebra P G of a finite complex reflection group G as a commutative subalgebra in the corresponding NicholsWoronowicz algebra B(M G ). The basis for our construction is the definition of the C-linear map µ, see Definition 4.1. The map µ can be treated as "a truncated version" of the Dunkl operators for complex reflection groups introduced in [5] . Section 4 contains the main result of our paper, Theorem 4.1, which states that the subalgebra of B(M G ) generated by the image of the map µ is isomorphic to the coinvariant algebra of a finite complex reflection group in question. Note that there is a duality between the corresponding NilCoxeter and coinvariant algebras in the case of finite real reflection groups, see e.g. [2] . In Section 5 we study an analogue of such a duality for the group G(e, 1, n). Our results in Section 5 essentially depend on those obtained in [14] .
Coinvariant algebra of complex reflection group
Let G be a finite complex reflection group and V the reflection representation of G. We fix a G-invariant hermitian inner product , on V. Let A be the set of reflection hyperplanes
acts on V as a complex reflection with respect to H. We can assume that for g ∈ G H and ξ ∈ V the action of g is of form
where v H is a normal vector to H and ζ is some e H -th root of the unity. Denote by χ H the character of the cyclic group G H defined as a restriction of det(g;
G is generated by algebraically independent homogeneous elements f 1 , . . . , f r , r = dim V, by Shephard and Todd's theorem [16] . The coinvariant algebra P G is the quotient algebra of S(V ) by the ideal I G generated by the fundamental G-invariants f 1 , . . . , f r . It has been shown by Chevalley [4] that the algebra P G is isomorphic to the regular representation C G as a left G-module.
Let us fix a set of vectors {v H } H∈A such that v H ∈ H ⊥ \ {0}. Then the action of g ∈ G can be written as g(v H ) = λ(g, H)v gH for a constant λ(g, H) ∈ C × determined by g and H. The constants λ(g, H) satisfy λ(id, H) = 1 and the cocycle condition λ(gg
The family {α H } H∈A of defining linear forms of the reflection hyperplanes is also determined by α
The divided difference operators ∆ H,k satisfy the twisted Leibniz rule:
It is easy to see the following.
2 Nichols-Woronowicz algebra over complex reflection group
In this section we introduce the Nichols-Woronowicz algebra associated to a Yetter-Drinfeld module M G over the complex reflection group G. In general, the Yetter-Drinfeld module over a finite group Γ is defined as follows: 
Note that the category Γ Γ Y D of the Yetter-Drinfeld modules over a fixed finite group Γ is naturally braided by the braiding
Then we can consider the corresponding constants λ(g, H), g ∈ G, H ∈ A. Let M G be a C-vector space generated by the symbols [H; k], H ∈ A and 1 ≤ k ≤ e H − 1.
Definition 2.2
We define a structure of the Yetter-Drinfeld module over G on the space M G as follows:
Lemma 2.1 The G-action and G-grading defined above satisfy the condition for the Yetter-Drinfeld module, i.e., deg
Proof. Since
the formula in (i) defines a G-action on M G . Let us check the condition (2) . From the definition of the G-action, we have
Remark 2.1 Our definition of the Yetter-Drinfeld module M G is analogous to the construction for the Coxeter group given in [11, Section 5] . In the case of finite Coxeter groups, we can choose the constants λ(g, H) to take the values ±1 by the normalization v H = 1 as in the construction of the Yetter-Drinfeld module V W used in [2] . However, it is essential to specify the cocycle {λ(g, H)} in our case because of the appearance of the multiplication by some root of the unity. 
The Woronowicz symmetrizer ( [18] ) is given by σ n := w∈Sn Ψ w .
Definition 2.3 The Nichols-Woronowicz algebra associated to a braided vector space M is
where σ n : M ⊗n → M ⊗n is the braided symmetrizer.
The braided vector space M naturally acts on B(M * ) from the right via the right braided derivations
and the condition ϕ
In the subsequent construction, we identify the Yetter-Drinfeld module M G with its dual M * G via the G-invariant symmetric inner product on M G given by
Hence, the braided Leibniz rule can be written as
Lemma 2.2 ([2, Criterion 3.2])
H∈A,1≤k≤e H −1
The linear map
extends to the algebra homomorphism from the opposite algebra
where CT. stands for the part of degree zero.
Relations in the Nichols-Woronowicz algebra
Denote by d(N 1 , N 2 ) > 0 the greatest common divisor of integers N 1 and N 2 .
Proposition 3.1 In the algebra B(M
Proof. Take a permutation w ∈ S n with l(w) = l. Then
where ζ H = exp(2π √ −1/e H ). Hence
Relations for G(e, 1, n), (e > 1)
be the coordinate system with respect to the basis (ǫ i ) (
These relations follow from straightforward computation of the images of the braided symmetrizers.
Remark 3.1 In the case of S n = G (1, 1, n) , the relations (1), (4) and [H ij (0)] 2 = 0 cover all the independent quadratic relations in B(M Sn ), see [6] and [2, 7.1] . In the case of the Weyl groups W Bn = W Cn = G (2, 1, n) , the relations in Proposition 3.2 coincide with the quadratic relations given in [9] .
4 Model of coinvariant algebra
where ζ H = exp(2π √ −1/e H ).
Proof. Note that e gH = e H for any g ∈ G and H ∈ A. We have
Here we have used that λ(g
The left-hand side equals
Here the second term is
where
Proof. This follows from
and the braided Leibniz rule
The constants (κ H,i ) are said to be generic if C H,k = 0 for any H ∈ A and 1 ≤ k ≤ e H − 1. We also need the following lemma to prove the main theorem. 
Proof. Take a nonzero homogeneous element f ∈ P G . If f ← − ∆ H,k = 0 for any H and k, then f is a G-invariant element of P G by Lemma 1.1. Since P G is isomorphic to the regular representation of G and contains only one copy of the trivial representation at degree zero, f must be in P 0 G = C. Hence, if the degree of f is positive, then there exist H ∈ A and k such that f ← − ∆ H,k = 0. The polynomial Q affording the character det −1 is a generator of the part of the highest degree in P G , so we can find the desired sequences H 1 , . . . , H p ∈ A and k 1 , . . . , k p by induction on the degree. 
is a nonzero constant. Hence Ker(μ) does not contain Q. Now we get Ker(μ) = I G from Lemma 4.1.
5 Complex reflection group of type G(e, 1, n)
We use the notation in Section 3. In the following we identify V * with V via the G-invariant hermitian form , , so that the left G-action on V * defined by g(α) = (g −1 ) * α, α ∈ V * , coincides with the left G action on V. Put κ ij,a = κ H ij (a),1 and κ i,s = κ H i ,s . For a generic choice of the constants κ, the subalgebra Im(μ) ⊂ B(M G ), which is generated by the elements
is isomorphic to the coinvariant algebra
, where E i is the i-th elementary symmetric polynomial. Rampetas and Shoji [14] introduced a family of operators ∆ w , w ∈ G, acting on the polynomial ring P = C[x 1 , . . . , x n ] based on particular choice of the reduced expression of w ∈ G. The pseudo-reflections s ij (a) := g H ij (a) and t i := g H i generate the group G(e, 1, n). In particular, the pseudo-reflections s i = s i−1 i (0) and t 1 play the role of simple reflections. In the following, we use the divided difference operators ∆ s i := ∆ H i−1 i (0),1 and ∆ t i := ∆ H i ,1 . Note that the braid relations among the divided difference operators do not hold in general. Put ∆ s i := ∆ e−2 t i ∆ s i . Let us consider the operator
In [14] , it is shown that any element w ∈ G has a unique decomposition of form w = ω n (k n , a n )ω n−1 (k n−1 , a n−1 ) · · · ω 1 (k 1 , a 1 ), where ω n (k, a) = s k+1 · · · s n−1 s n , if a = 0, s k · · · s 2 t a 1 s 2 · · · s n , if a = 0. The operators ∆ w are defined by the following formula: ∆ w := ∆ n (k n , a n )∆ n−1 (k n−1 , a n−1 ) · · · ∆ 1 (k 1 , a 1 ).
Define the evaluation map ε : P → C by ε(f ) = f (0). Denote byD G the subspace of P * spanned by the operators ε∆ w , w ∈ G. op , w ∈ G, in a similar way:
[w] := [ω n (k n , a n )][ω n−1 (k n−1 , a so we obtain (CT.) * μ * (ν(D G )) =D G . Since D G is spanned by |G| elements, D G is isomorphic toD G .
